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About This Game

Explore a decrepit mental asylum and find your missing boyfriend in Haunted Halls – Green Hills Sanitarium! After hearing
about some wrong doings at the asylum, your boyfriend, Tim, takes off to conduct an investigation of his own. As Tim dives
deeper and deeper into the mystery, his letters to you abruptly stop coming. Set off to the Haunted Halls and find him in this

incredible Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Built in Strategy Guide
Stunning Soundtrack

Wonderful Wallpapers
Striking Screensavers
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One of the first third person shooters, and still one of the best.
If you didn't play this when it came out you need to get it now.. Really stupid fun. Won't make you contemplate life. Won't
challange you. But damnit, its pretty fun.

Hello Games needs as much support as you can give right now, since their studio flooded. So I recommend picking this up if
you want to see No Man's Sky get made.. eh the game is easy boring and somewhat buggy i constantly kept running into ships
that would suddenly spawn right in front of me the gameplay is boring and theres almost nothing to it even for a 2$ game not
really more then a crappy time waster
3\/10. So, they took away runestones unless you purchased the DLC season passes which is really scummy. All the years I've had
this game, you played it to level up your profile level and unlocked runestones. I personally have the DLC, which means I had
the runestones, but all the work my friends put in to the game to unlock runestones is now gone, and it makes no sense to play
with runestones enabled now. Not to mention all the wasted effort to unlock them.

This is insane. The developers can try vomiting the BS they will try to do to defend their disgusting actions, but this is
completely uncalled for. Combined with the fiasco of their season pass literally not doing what it specified, this is Electronic
Arts levels of scum. Either get funding if you need the money to work on this game, or work on something else. Don't do stupid
crap like this and then turn around and actually DEFEND it.. CRAZILY IMMERSIVE CODING EXPERIENCE. I have no
experience with coding before. Spending half of the time looking into the help menu, trying out different commend, asking my
friend what to do in my first playthrough. Second time playing the game actually gave me more time to look into the storyline
and details, which is surprising amazing. Honestly if you have a bit of experience with coding\/programming before,
HACKNET would be easier and more enjoyable for you. Nevertheless, still an amazing game.
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This is one of the most frustrating games I have ever played. That is not entirely bad. I got through the game a few levels a day,
since that was about all I could take. I thought there was 15 levels and I was OK with that, but it turned out to be 60 levels, with
10 bonus levels. In 15 hours I completed all 60 with 3 stars (one for completion, one for all brains and one for beating the time)
and a few of the bonus levels, with a few levels completed on nightmare difficulty. That's right, a difficulty that is just off the
charts. Needless to say, the difficulty is not for everyone and I got my money's worth without trying the extreme frustration
level. So even skipping like half the game, it is well worth buying and I highly recommend it.. I rewalllly like this gmay
e. A very nice little roguelike - the UI is quite clean and usable once you get used to it (much better than Dungeonmans, which I
love but you're always fighting the UI and graphics).

Mechanics are much clearer than in Dredmor - you can almost always guess, or should have been able to guess, what weapon
type or magic type some mob you haven't seen before is vulnerable to.

When you start, it'll feel too lean - OMG, only 3 classes, only three spare inventory slots, no potions, not a huge map? But it
opens up - you can find inventory slot expansions, for instance. There are lots of different terrain types, lots of little
environmental puzzles, and it's great fun to just blow up the map with your earthquake spells. You'll find out the maps are just
the right size - by the time you're tired of this level it's time to move on to the next. And each of the 3 classes is very survivable.

There's also a continuing 'plot' - not a heavy one, but there's a goal, and antagonists who will torment you over the levels... Hell,
it's well worth the asking price! If you're bored of Dredmor, Maj'ael, and Dungeonmans, this is your next stop.. It all comes
down to personal taste, but as far as i am concerned these "remixes" are just downright downgrades of the originals.. I WAS
UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT THS CAME WITH GUNS ETC.
COULD NOT ACTIVATE GUNS ON THIS SPITFIRE,AM I MISSING SOMETHING,
THANKS
PJ ( 82 ) EX RAF
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